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Regents,
students
converse

Jordan tunes
into title of
'Mr. _UCF'

RAisiNq spiRiTs

By FIONA BAGAN
Staff Writer

By AMIS WOOTTON
Staff Writer

~.

'

For the first time, the Florida
Student Association spoke to the
Board of Regents, voicing its concern over the tuition increase proposal for Florida universities.
"We are trying to keep tuition as
low as possible," UCF Student
Government _ President Aaron
Scavron said. "Higher tuition creates barriers for some students."
Lines of communication were
opened as the FSA took the opportunity to urge for an alternative to the
increase. Some ideas discussed
included using more lottery money
and adding an amendment to the
Florida constitution that would keep
increases tied with inflation .
"There is a legitimate need for
more money in the education system," Scavron said. "Each year the
school enrollment increases by
1,000 students. The national average
of students attending universities
and colleges has more than doubled
in the last 10 years."
The Board of Regents' proposal is
for a 10-percent increase, but is conflicting with a statutory law which
states the government must pay for
at least 75 percent of a student's
education. The 10-percent increase
would have the government paying
less and students paying more.
The governor of Florida has introduced a 7.9 percent increase that
would just pass the 25-75 statutory
law. At present, students pay 23 percent of their education.
In addition to higher tuition coats,
the current proposition includes a
technology fee. The amount would
be decided on by each university.
The fee seems likely to pass and
would cost University of Central
Florida students roughly $50.
"Costs aren't just classes and
teachers," said Scavron. "Its the guy
that paints lines in the road and lawn
maintenance."
The increase mostly will affect
students who have no financial aid
or rely on loans. There will be a
need for more loans and students
unable to receive loans will be left
with the brunt of the burden.
"I expect tuition to increase with
inflation, " said Sarah Coleman, a
sophomore at UCF. "But will we
have more classrooms with the
increase or more computer labs?"
According to Student Government,
UCF has a surplus of technology. "If
the increase is differential, the
money will be put directly into
UCF," Scavron said.

Photo by PETER KUNDIS

Students gather last week for "Spirit Day." The student government-sponsored event is designed to improve spirit among UCF students. The event
takes place every Friday.

Bright Knights shine for kids
By AMIS WOOTTON
Staff Writer
Guns, gangs and violence.
It's a confusing world, especially for children. In the
small auditorium at a lowincome school, five athletes
have volunteered their time to
help a group of fourth- and
fifth-graders find the energy
to stay in school.
The UCF student-athletes
are part of a new program
headed by the university's
marketing department to
teach youngsters the importance of education. Where the
Orlando Magic has targeted
·high school students with
their efforts, the university
has taken a more personal
approach with elementarylevel students by letting them
meet the athletes and ask
questions.
On Jan. 28, the first group
of student-athletes made their
debut with Knightro at Pine
Crest
Elementary.
Cheerleaders Frank Meiavilla
and Kelli Lane started with a
simple cheer to boost the
school spirits before 200 students.
Football players Daunte
Culpepper and Eric Leister
and baseball player Erik
Johnson captured their audiences' hearts and imagination
as they talked of athletics
and the role it plays in academics.
"It starts at this level,"
Meiavilla said. "With the
respect you have for your
teachers
and
coaches.

Athletic teaches ..,.....,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,........,............,.,.
you
to
push
beyond your limits."
The students
were eager to
learn about the
athletes and what
got them so far.
They listened with
intense interest to
the athletes.
The UCF students became role
models, especially
when the subject
of drugs and fighting came up in a
question.
"If I can touch
Photo by AMIS WOOITON
·just one kid, it
was worth it," Pine Crest Elementary students
Culpepper said.
enjoy a day with Knightro and
"The athlete can several Central Florida studentbe the type to
athletes.
have that kind of
impact. Kids don't
Pine Crest was pleased to
always want to be like their have someone care enough
parents."
about the kids to come out
"None of us would be where and talk to them.
we are if we had not stayed in
"You can tell them a hunschool," Johnson said. "Keep dred times and it doesn't get
a positive attitude through through," one teacher said.
sports and school, because "But when someone who is
sometimes it does get tough." there says 'stay in school,' it
Leister added: "You can't gets through."
get to where we're at if you
The students were rewarded
don't get that education. No for asking questions with
matter how much practice UCF T-shirts and basketball
there is, my coaches tell me tickets, which they took
education is what we are here eagerly.
They
shook
for."
Knightro's hand and waved to
The message and the pro- the athletes as they left.
gram seemed to work. As
"I want to become a football
Knightro went out into the player," said one fifth-grade
audience, children told him boy. "I know it won't be easy,
they were going to be at UCF but if I stay in school. I think
one day.
I can."

Eight of UCF's "macho men" competed in Saturday night's Mr.
University
of Central
Florida
Scholarship Pageant.
Each contestant had to prove to three
judges he was the best candidate for the
title of Mr. UCF.
The contestants had the audience
screaming and clapping as they strutted
to the Village People's "Macho Man"
· tune at the opening of the pageant.
Each modeled casual clothes, a tuxedo
and displayed their
talent.
The reign ended
for
1996
Mr.
University
of
Central
Florida,
Gully Shell, when
Scott Jordan was Jordan
announced Mr. UCF
for 1997. Awards also were given to
first runner-up Jason Murphy and second runner-up Duane Taylor.
"The year went well; I feel fine. I'm
moving on to bigger and·better things,"
said Shell, who will compete in the Mr.
USA International pageant in Boston in
July.
The title left Jordan with a loss for
words.
"I feel good," Jordan, 18, said. "I just
hope to represent UCF to the best of
my ability. I hope this title will help
bring me closer toward my career
goal."
Jordan said he hopes to land a recording contract or become an actor.
One of-the first duties Jordan will
perform as Mr. UCF will be an appearance at the Miss University of Central
Florida Scholarship Pageant on March
1 at 8 p.m. in the Student Center
Auditorium.
Jordan said he hopes he can "go as
many places as possible promoting the
University of Central Florida."

Joining the club

Gylaunda Henderson reaches
1,000 point mark in_ game
against Mercer. Page 12
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Events to kick off Eating Disorders Awareness Week
By GUANINA RODRIGUEZ
Staff Writer
The UCF Wellness Center,
Counseling/Testing Department and
Student Government Association are sponsoring National Eating Disorders
Awareness Week this week.
According to the National Institute of
Mental Health, more than 5 million
Americans suffer from eating disorders.

Anorexia, bulimia nervosa and binge eating disorders affect the body and mind
simultaneously.
An eating disorder is an illness involving
physiological changes associated with
binge eating, food restricting, purging and
fluctuations in weight. The disorders also
involve emotional changes that affect the
way a person perceives his or her body.
These diseases can result in serious
health problems as well as disturbances in
everyday functions, such as difficulties in

A BUCK''

COLLEGE NIGHTS
MONDAYS &THURSDAYS 9:00 PM
Special pricing valid for college students with proper l.D.

BOWLING •••$1.00

BOWLING SHOES•••$1.00

16 OZ SODA •••$1.00
LARGE POPCORN ...$1.00

SMALL NACHOS•••$1.00 .

Q~~

16 OZ DRAFT BEER •••$1.00

"(~,..,\\

HOTDOG WITH CHIPS•••$1.00

•

ciated with eating disorders.
For information concerning eating disorders, visit the booths set up at the Knights
Pantry (Feb. 5), Great Escapes (Feb. 6)
and Education Lobby (Feb. 7), from 11 :30
a.m.-1 :30 p.m. each day.
For help with weight mismanagement or an eating disorder, help is
available on campus through the UCF
Wellness Center (823-5841) or the
Counseling and Testing Center (8232811 ).

•

'

Wanted

~billers

OVIEDO BOWLING CENTER

'~UST

completing academic work. There is no
known single cause for eating disorders,
but if left untreated, they can cause psychological or medical disabilities, even
death.
Treatments include medical care and
monitoring, psychotherapy, nutritional
counseling and medication. These treatments are designed to correct and prevent
the dangerous physical complications of
eating disorders, and offer strategies in
recognizing and changing behaviors asso-

A VERY tOOL BAR & GRILL
Thursday

Dollar Drink Night
A Wed. Tradition
$1 Frozen Drinks
$1 Bottled Beer
$1 Wells, Shots, Jello

Live Music
"Hangin' W/ VON RA"
$1.50 Select Beer
$1 off Select Daiquiris

Friday

Saturday

Weekend Kickoff Party!
Hot Music, Cold Drinks,
& A Cool Staff!!!
Drinks Specials

"It Takes Two"
$2 Drinks All Night!!!
$2 Daiquiris, Beers.
Wells, Shots·, Draft

l\1onday

Tuesday

•

Writers and

Wednesday

•

Photographers
·~

Paid Positions

•

to join the CFF
•

Sunday

$2 Mexican Beer, $2 Rum Runners, $2 Purple ·
Orgasms, $1 Sex on the Beach, & $1 Kamikazes!!!

Call Today

~\)\,•

-~---------1

..

977-1009

STRIKE FORCE

•
'II

, L~sing w~ight

•

1s one.thmg.

Losing perspective
is anottier.

•

..

Gain back asense of rnho ijOU mere

before food took control.

•
•

/

f,'
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NATION=A l EATING DISORDERS AWARENESS. WEEK .. sponS<)ted by th·e UC.f Wellness
Center, Couns.elin9/Te.sUng Deportment, ond Student Government flssocicition, is the week
of February· 4. Vistt our booth 11 :30 am~ 1 :30 pm at the following locotions Ofi: c:.o mp.us
UJhere professional stclff u1iH be on hand to ock:Jre-ss your <::once.ms. fUso provided is free
s<:reening, related inforrnc,tion; bodv ({)f'nf)ostton tests, cJod food group choHenges for
prizes and heciithy snacks dc:-Jnc1ted bv Morrlott food Se.rvkes.

Wednesday, Feb S
Thrsday, F_eb. 6
Friday, Feb .. 7

•
•

Hnight•s Pantry
Gteat Escapes
Education lobb·y

For______________________________________________________________
more infcirmat.ion caH the We.Uness C<:1ot.er ct x5841 or the CouoseH09 Center ot x2-811. ,,,
......_

~

•

~

•

•
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Kloss' s future in focus
By TRACY WEBB
News Editor

"

•
..

.

A smalltown boy with his sights
set on UCF is creating a legacy
through his lens.
Michael Kloss, originally from
Allentown, Pa., is a hopeful filmmaker and director. He is a member
of Lead Scholars and CAB.
Kloss has worked on numerous
projects, such as national commercials and producing the UCF
homecoming
video.
Over the summer, he worked
with the largest
production company
in
Philadelphia
where he trav- Kloss
eled to New York
City and worked with the production crew for the Daytime Emmy's
and Olympic Boxing matches at
Madison Square Garden.
Kloss hopes he will be accepted
into the Motion Picture Technology
school this spring. When asked
about why he chose UCF, he says: "I
came down here after loo.king at
schools like NYU and USC because
of the film program, and what I
liked so much about the way the
film school here is set up is the very,
very small classes, where here you
are about one out of 30, opposed to
being one out of 250 or 300 students."
Kloss also is one of three winners

of the Leadership Week Essay
Contest. He won a $100 textbook
scholarship to the school bookstore.
"It was one of those opportunities
that students don't usually take
advantage of. If you look around
campus for stuff to do and ways to
get recognized, they are out there."
Kloss has been the Video
Productions Director of the Campus
Activities Board for two years. He is
responsible for every aspect of preproduction, production, and distribution for all TV events on campus,
including the pageants, the parades
and concerts.
This is a position he fell into by
accident.
"I filled out the wrong application," he said. "I thought I was
applying for a crew position [of the
video production committee] but
once I got there [the interview]
everyone was ail dressed up in suits
and interviewing for the director
position. I decided to sit down and
see what it was about. As it turned
out I fit the qualifications for the
position."
Kloss's goal after graduation
include working in the film production field in Orlando or in Los
Angeles.
He contributes his success to
"sheer persistence, beating down
doors and shoving resumes in people's faces. Sooner or later someone
will give you a break. And when
you get the break you just have to
take it and run."
If you have a nomination for

"Student Leader of the Week"
please call 977-1009.

Photo by AMIS WOOTTON

Blues on the Green
UCF students partake in games on the Green during Leadership Week. The
Green was a busy place as students browsed vendors' displays, featuring
original art and posters.

Friday .night's all right for a free movie
By DANELLE MARABLE
OK, your social life may not depend on it. But
did you know that the Campus Activities Board
schedules free programs for all UCF students?
It's not just a rumor.
Guess what we have in store this week? OK,
you do not have to guess, I'll tell you.
On Feb. 7, we have a movie playing in the
Student Activity Center at 6:30 and 9 p.m.
appropriately titled "Friday." Stop by and
observe an alternate lifestyle.
On Sunday, "Superfly" will be showing in the
same place at the same times. It's about a really big fly that zooms around the world looking
for meaty people to eat. Just kidding! It's really
a '70's pimpin' movie. Corne see for yourself!

CAB

FARE

On Monday we all come back to school, but
along with school, the Collegiate Health and
Fitness Tour appears on the green beginning at
10 in the morning and ending at 5 in the
evening. Come out and exercise. And don't forget to breathe!
On Tuesday everyone gets some free comedy
with Mr. Billy Dee. Laughter comes your way
beginning at 8 p.m. in the SAC.
If you have any questions, call the Office of
Student Activities at 823-6471. CAB is funded
by the Activities and Service Fee that you pay
for in your tuition. SGA allocates this money to
CAB.

Put the world at your fingertips.

~/.\\OOW/A\ft/£001ID£@~1fu lfu@W~~ W@ir

America's most wanted bagels have come
from Manhattan to UCF. They're 11uncuffed11
and on the loose to TQRTJJR~ you with mouth
watering flavor, aroma that 11kills 11 and
endless possibilities for bagels and
a hole lot more!
~-----------------------~

l•::::L•I

Manbatten Bagel
12075 Collegiate Way I
with any flavor cream cheese
I
Orlando, Florida 32817
good at UCF location only
phone: 275-7557
I limit: 1 offer
good thru
fax:
275-1510

I

I
I

l~i~~~f;..!!~~~'L----------~!.~J2_J

Software Engineering
. Systems Engineering
Computer Design
Signal Processing
Electro-Optics
Image Processing
With Raytheon Electronic Systems, you'll create the
technologies that define the future of tomorrow's world.
You'll maximize your Engineering and Computer Science
knowledge and make an impact when you join our team.
We currently have over 350 opportunities available in the
technical areas listed above.
Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon.
To find out more about the complex challenges we have to .
offer, please contact the Career Placement Office to sign
up for an interview.
For additional information, please see our homepage at:
http://www.raytheon.com/ res
Interested candidates who are unable to meet with us on
campus may send a resume directly to: Raytheon Electronic
Systems, Professional Staffing, M/S T2SL2, 50 Apple Hill
Drive, Tewksbury, MA 01876-0901. Fax: (508) 858-1163.
E-mail: staffing@res.ray.com
U.S. citizenship may be required for some positions. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Raylheon Electronic
Systems
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Where does the money for college textbooks go?
By MEGHAN HOYER
The Daily Northwestern
EVANSTON, 111.--It's the ritual of every new quarter. You're
in the campus book stores and
you ·need some books. You look
desperately for the yellow
"Used" sticker. They're scarce.
Stand in line with about 20 students looking just as hassled.
Get to the cash register. Push
over your books. The clerk finishes ringing things up. $286?!
You've been hit with the quarterly realization that books cost too
much, at least from a student's
perspective.
" Books, compared to most
commodities, aren't really that
expensive," said Carol Kasper,
marketing director at University
of Chicago Press, one of the
largest scholarly publishers.
Brand-name makeup, compact
discs and clothes are all just as
expensive as most college
books, Kasper continued.
If you've buying a book, it's
like buying a shirt. But one
thing Kasper did not figure in
was that most people aren't
required to buy 10 or 15 shirts
every few months. Most people
in the academic community
realize that textbooks and academic tofnes are expensive. But
often there isn't any way to
make the price lower. Tough
Choices Like most departments

at Northwestern, electrical and
computer engineering has the
professors choose books for
their classes and then give their
order requests to a department
assistant. Prices for the books
are considered, but when faced
with either using an expensive
textbook or getting an inferiorquality book, professors usually
choose the former.
."They do take (price) into
account, but they don't have a
whole lot of choice," said Nancy
Singer, a department secretary.
"There aren't many alternatives."
But there are exceptions.
English professor Paul Breslin
said he would rather use a different Robert Frost anthology
for one of his poetry classes,
but it was a hardcover and cost
$35. He chose a paperback edition that he didn't like as much
inst~ad.

"I just couldn't see putting that
on the list with all the other
books for the course," Breslin
said. "I try to keep the whole
course under $100." In most
departments, professors talk
about ways to keep down prices
for their students, but no one has
the perfect solution.
"Most (professors) have indicated to me their concern over
the costs of the materials," said
Mary Friedlieb, NU's Medill
manager of student records and

services.
"But you're between a rock
and a hard place."
NU sophomore Andy
Anderson was faced this quarter
with buying a new edition of an
economics book. Almost all of
the other books he's had to buy
this quarter are new as well,
which has cost him more than
$200, he said. "I knew they'd be
pretty expensive, but they're a
little bit more than I expected,"
he said. Prices for new books
can range anywhere from $5.95
for a small paperback English
novel to nearly $100 for hardcover math or science textbooks. But when Anderson, or
any other student, goes to pay
for a textbook, where does the
money go? Publishers . are the
price setters. After setting a
price for a textbook, they sell it
to a bookstore for a discount.
Although most commercial
stores, such as Borders, would
get a 40 percent to 50 percent
discount, campus bookstores
usually get around 20 percent to
25 percent taken off the cover
price of the book beca~se there's
less risk for them. "They don't
have to do much marketiilg,"
explained Kim Maselli, associate director of Northwestern
University Press. "They've got a
professor who's saying, 'I'm
going to send you 25 people
who are basically being forced

to buy this book.' They kind of
have a captive audience."
The rest of the book's cost goes
to the publisher. Royalties to the
author are usually about 6 percent.
Production costs such as printing,
binding and materials account for
about 20 percent, and the rest goes
to pay staff, bills and rent, Maselli
said. University presses usually
break even, and most are not-forprofit, Kasper said. Bookstores
don't report much profit either. The
National Association of College
Stores reports that pre-tax profits
for university book stores average
3.9 percent of the cost of the book.
"Textbooks is not a money-making center for us," said Lucian
Deaton, manager of Student Book
Exchange. Bookstores have to pay
for the shipping costs of the books,
usually between 5 and 8 percent of
the stores' discount. Selling sweatshirts, notebooks and university
paraphernalia helps keep the store
in business, Deaton said.
Used books are the biggest point

of contention in the book industry.
Students love them. Bookstores
love them. Publishers hate them
with a passion.
"We lost a lot of our sales when
students sell back books," Kasper
said. "The publishing community
doesn't like it because it doesn't
encourage people to keep books or
build a library."
Publishers also don't like it
because not only do they not make
money from the sale of used
books, but it also drives up their
production prices. If used books
stay on the market, there's less
need to print new books. When
fewer new books are needed, the
printing runs are smaller, which
raises the price of producing each
book. "If the demand is only 150
new copies of a book a year, then
it's going to be more expensive to
print," Kasper said.
.
"These small runs drive up our
prices." Students, however, are
always on the lookout for used
books.

Introducing••.
The newest student community to the UCF area:

Northgate .Lakes Apartments
Featuring:

* 3 and 4 bedroom apartments • beautifully furnished
* All individual leases
* Roommate matching program
* Full sized washer/ dryer in each unit
* Electronic alarm system

CAMPUS
AcTIVITES
BOARD

* On-site clubhouse, fitness center, swimming pools,
volleyball courts

•

Students,
You can walk to class from our property! Located at
1400 E. McCulloch Rd., your future home is just
minutes from the main gate at UCF. For more information, call 366-7474

Board of Directors
Director APPiications
Due Thurs., Feb. 20th
bV5Pm
Student Director
Spectacular Knights
Special Events

I
I
I
Call 823-6411 for more information ~

Applications available February 5, 1997
~~T
Must Submit a cover letter and resume with application'\\#'

-------- - - - ---- _.

All Bagels Are Made On Premises
FROM SCRATCH!

12281 University Boulevard, University Shoppes
Across From UCF • 249-4003

•
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Opinion
What UCF CARD? I can put my $10 to much better use
By DIANA !MANUEL

Commentary

•

•

NOTICE: $270,000 has just been
taken from you. You each have paid $10
for the new UCF identification card,
formally known as the "UCF CARD."
This mandatory ID card has promised a
variety of benefits and services.
Unfortunately, you will not be able to
take advantage of the majority of these
benefits until the "near future." Most
of you will have graduated by that time
(Spring '97, Summer '97, or even Fall
'97). The university is well aware of this
problem. The UCF CARD office says
this is the price we pay for technological
advancements.
As you can see from the information provided, we, the students and faculty at the
University of Central Florida have been
and continue to be ripped off from right
under our noses. Most of you probably
didn't even realize you had purchased the
ID card, as it was included in your tuition
as an additional $10 charge for an activity
and service fee. This is a one-time fee and
a supposed benefit for the university.
However, I beg to differ.
The UCF CARD was distributed to the

student body and faculty in the Fall of
1995 to provide modern advancements in
student services and privileges. The
arrival of the UCF CARD brought UCF to
the ranks of other large universities, such
as the University of Florida's GATOR!
card program. The intent of the UCF
CARD program was to provide students
with a variety of benefits and services
such as: serving as an AT&T long-distance
calling card and university meal plan card,
offering access to copy machines and
vending machines, paying for fees and
books, offering access to university-affiliated events, and serving as a general ID.
However, I have found the majority of
these features are very misleading.
I began conducting my research in ·the
Spring of '96. During that time, I had
interviewed members of the UCF CARD
office, including the director, Mike
.Thompson. Since my investigation began,
I've tried to steer clear of that office, for
fear of blowing my cover. When I had
spoken to Thompson, he said these benefits and services would not be readily
available until the Spring of '97 and that
this is the price to pay for technological
advancement. Well, it currently is the
Spring of 1997 and I am still waiting for
the rest of the promised benefits and ser-

vices to become activated.
We shouldn't have to pay for the UCF
CARD since we can't be provided with
what originally was promised. We can
estimate there are roughly 27,000-plus
students attending UCF. Figure $270,000plus has been obtained from students. But
what about the faculty? Or _those students
who have graduated during the semesters
since the card has been installed? With a
total loss amounting to greater than
$270,000, we can only ask where has our
money gone? We cannot let this unethical
conµuct continue to take place.
Now, let's examine the services and benefits of the UCF CARD. It has a magnetic
strip which would enable the user to have
access to vending and copy machines on
campus with a single swipe, thereby
establishing a prepaid account for each
possessor. Right- now the card office personnel are looking into a base limit of
$50.00. This highlighted feature, that acts
as an on-campus ATM card, will not come
into effect for at least another year. The
university has not yet checked into a banking affiliate to help incorporate the program, according to a UCF CARD office
clerk.
When examining the AT&T calling card
feature, again these services are not ready

to use. To access the calling card is a difficult procedure. First you must activate it
through a housing representative on cci.m'."
pus and then you must contact a representative from AT&T. However, if you have
tried this procedure you will see, if you are
successful in gett~g through to a rep,
UCF is not ready io activate this service.
In addition, this card promises discount
rates for its participants .. However, after
contacting a sales rep from MCI, I found
MCI's rates are less expensive.
But perhaps the biggest controversy that
should be addressed is that out of these
services and benefits promised, we only
have access to two. However, these were
the exact services that were provided
before the charge was induced. My question is why pay for additional privileges
and service that DO NOT EXIST YET?
So, we are left with the question of
where has our money gone? It's time to
stand up and stop being taken advantage
of. Is there a solution? Possibly. As student government elections approach, I ask
you to examine the candidates who are
aware of this activity and service fee and
who choose to use their positions to
expose the issue to benefit the student
body.
Exposure is our only hope.

Letter to the Editor
"Students miffed by ticket policy" (Jan. 29)
Here's what I think: The student does have a point. She
shouldn't have to pay a state violation if it wasn't issued by the
state. I have seen a lot of drivers on the road with an expired
license tag sticker. Few are those who get ticketed, many I
assume, get a warning and then a hefty added fine when they
purchase a new one. The thing that is "unbelievable" here is that
since it was an out-of-state situation, the student should have
been warned·about the consequences. Different states do have
different rules, regulations, and fines. What's really unbelievable is that a campus official issued the ticket and not the state.
That's my opinion,
Lizadia Melendez
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a part of a great
UCF organization ...

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
KNIGHT PUBLISHING, INC.

•

120 N. Central Ave.
Oviedo, FL 32765

Volunteer UCF

News and Business Staff
(407) 977 -1009
Fax: (407) 977-0019

We are now accepting leadership
applications for the 1997-98 school year.
Pick up an application outside of SC 198.

Publisher ............ Scott Wallin
News Editor ......... Tracy Webb
Sports Editor ...... Tim Springer
Entertainment Ed ... Dean Lewis
Opinion ... Diana
Imanuel
Web Editor .Michael Scamehorn
Layout ............... Brandy Gill
BusinessMgr ...... Renee Rybicki
Distribution ............ Jon Evans
Sales ............ Matt Spalding

Writers: Stephen Unger, Tony
Mejia, Derek Gonsoulin,
Guanina Rodriguez, Orlando ·
Montoya, Jim Balboni, Danelle
Marabel, Amis Wootton Keith
Jackson and Siona Bagwam

Mark Lanaris

•

Opinions expressed in the Central Florida Future arc those of the newspaper or its individual columnists and are not neces arily those of the uni\'ersity administration or Board of
Regent~. Mailed letters must be typed and include the author's signature and phone number
and letters are subject to editing for space and grammar and become the propert) of the
newspaper. The Cemrnl Florida Future is a free campus newspaper published weekly.
Knight Publishing. Inc. is not associated with the University of Central Florida .

.:.

Positions are available for Student Director, Arts & Recreation
Coordinator, Children & Education Coordinator, Community Services
Coordinator, Criminal Justice & Domestic Violence Coordinator,
Substance Abuse Coordinator, Elderly & Disabled Coordinator,
Environment & Animals Coordinator, Health Care & Mental Health
Coordinator, Hunger & Homelessness Coordinator, and Literacy
Coordinator.
Application Deadline: Friday, Feb. 21, 1997
Interviews: Wednesday, Feb. 26 - Friday, Feb. 28, 1997
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Classifieds
Europe $155
within USA $79-$129
Caribb/Mexico $189 r/t. Cheap Fares
Everywhere! airhitch@netcom.com
www.1sicom.fr/airhi tch/800-326-2009

WORD MASTERS
Cruise & Land-Tour Employment STUDENT PAPER SPECIALISTS
Work in exotic locations, meet fun
SINCE 1986.z. NEAR CAMPUS
people. AND cret _paid! For industry
217-9600
information, ca'Il Cruise Employment
Services: 800-276-4948 x C54182 (We 1----S-un_&_S,...,.k-i'"'"T-ra-v"""el_&,_..,.,'D,....ou_r_s----1
UCF College Democrats
Meetings Monday @ 5fm
are a research & publishing company)
Cancun-Jamaica-Bahamas-$229
.
Student Center. rm. 2 4
Colorado Ski Trip-$599
More info: Cannen:823-0526
Summer Camp Instructors Wanted
Cruises from-$330
democrat@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu
4-H Summer camp positions in aquatCall: 1-888-SUN-N-SKI
ics, recreation, natural resources, envi..,__ _ _
U_C_F_B_u_t-ok_u_k_a_n_C_l_ub-----1 Applications are now being accepted for ronmental education, & adventure proMoney For College. We Can Help
cart attendants and servers.
gramming are available @ four outaoor
You Obtain Funding. Thousands
Call 407/568-2116
Art, Sport, WeaIJons, Self-Defense
residenticil facilities in Florida. Starting
Of Awards Available To All Students.
Coed beginner's classes now forming .
Wed!!efield Golf & Country Club
date for em_ployment is no later than
~
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Immediate Qualification.
May 26, 1997. Contact the 4-H Youth
Classes are 8: 15-!0pm M, 7-9pm Th
East India Market is now hiring experiDevelopment Office, University of
Call 1-800-651-3393
in the Ed Bld,g's multipurpose room
enced waitstaff and deli-persons. Please Florida (352)846-0996 for application
Call Mark at 282-5578 or Rima at 382- apply in person after 3pm. Open 7 days
or information.
9747 for more info.
a week. Full & Part time. Full service
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Open house/demo 1123 at 7:30 pm
gourmet market and restaurant.
GRANTS SCHOLARSIDPS AID
Alternative Spring Break '97
free refreshments!
8am-8pm daily (M-Sat.)
AVAILABlE
FROM SPONSORS!!!
Explore nature, self, and new friends
8am-4pm Sunday.
. NO REPAYMENT~ EVER!!! $$$
5 days, music, dance, sports, yo&a
610 Morse Blvd. West
CASH FOR COLLJ!,GE $$$. FOR
l 4 veggie meals - Missouri OzarKs
Winter Park
INFO:l-800-243-2435
$155 FREE MAGAZINE
800 896 2387
LOSE WEIGHT NOW!!
lOx CD Rom Drive For Sale
Make money while you lose$$$
COLLEGE MARKETING
International students, DV-1 Greencard
lOx $105, 8MB memory $38,
Student Adva.ntage seeks aggressive,
Program available. 1-800-773-8704.
All Natural Product
All New with a 38 day guarantee
Call Now - 407/292-6136
reliable, campus managers to develop &
Applications close Feb-24-97; $29
prices exclude tax
maintain loccil student savings program. i-------------~
Call 282-1141
Sales ladies needed to sell
Sales experience preferred. $1500FAFSA ELECTRONIC FILING
roses at area ni~htclubs. Earn
5000/flexible hours. Fax resume
File your financial aid form electroniQuality Used Furniture
an average of -1115 per hour
404/315-7008.
cally. Cuts response time in half with
Dressers, Beds, Desks, Lamps,
Flexible schedule. Outgoing
www.student advantage.com
less errors. Let a fellow UCF student
and fun personality a must.
help. Contact me, David, 277-5276.
Dinin& Tables, Chairs, Etc.
Call Renee' at 677-8957
Email fafsa@bellsouth.net
507 t Edgewater Drive
Clinical Research Position
407/523-3222
For people with a B.S. or B.A.
SEEKING FINANCIAL AID?
WORK FROM HOME
Send resume to : Psychiatric Institute of Dem't limit your possibilities for finanHome For Sale
Explosive Mail Order Business
N.
Maitland
Ave.,
Suite
cial
aid!
Student Financial Services proFlorida,
341
3BR, Living & Family Rm, Dbl
Call ror Free Informati0n Booklet
260, Maitland, FL 32751 or Fax
files over 200,000+ individual awards
Carport, Lg comer lot that joins
1-800-607-5673
407 /539-6114.
from private & IJUblic sectors. Call:lresearcfi park, walking distance to UCF
800-263-0495 x F54181
campus - completely remodled - $65k
(We are a research & publishing co.)
277-0995
Flower Sales
Fun loving & outgoing personalities
needed to sell flowers in nice night'91 Geo Metro, 5 DR Hatchback,
clubs. Flexible schedule.
AT, AC, & AM-FM cass. $2,500/obo
Save $ ! Call home w/ Telegroup.
Call (407)359-1749.
629-5535 or 239-8439
Serving the world for 8 years.
11. 9 cents/IJlin., 24 hrs a day. Great
Sectional Sofa $75
international
rates. Call 407-847-0989.
HELP NEEDED: Parttime position as
Call 359-7260
Ask for Chris.
a distributor. Excellent commission.
Work your own hours. Call Tom @
PERFECT NAILS
Typing research I writi~ assistance
(407)784-5283 or Fax Resume.
Full Set #17 Fill $12
tutoring - Grad Student. call 629-5535
(
407)784-KA$H
French & American Manicure & all
Reasonable Rates!
airbrush designs. M-Sat. 10am-7pm
Corner of 436 & Colonial. 381-2699

COMPUTERS
***ORLANDO'S BEST INTERNET
VALUE***
Web browsing, e-mail. newsgroups,
home page & more! Still only
$ l9.95fmo. for unlimjted access.
Switch from you current provider and
pay no activation fees. Internet Connect
Co. Call l-800-422-2936.
http://www.atlantic.net

i----------------1

1o--------------t

FOR RENT

I

ROOMMATE
I

SALE

Roommate needed to share 3BR house
(University & Goldenrod) $400 mth
Utilities included in rent. Available
NOW! Call Lynne 673-2412.

i---.. . .--------------1

If I can show you a way to
possibly double or triple
your current income over
the next 12 months without
disturbing what you are
doing right now. How much
time would you be willing
to spend to get the facts on
it?
Call Dee Henry
1-407-657-1517

SERVICES

•

Use,1C FF

c19Ssift~s to: ·
• Find a roommate

:w.··.·.·

~

'

•Find an apartment

y!:f~Pd a job

•:any or sell
a car
a computer
airline tickets
furniture

books
stereos
electronics ·~ ·

bipycles
• Advettise yout,,"'
business
service
club
organization

··r <'..1

• We offer roommate matching
• Controlled access Community
with electronic card entry
• Monitored alarm systems in
each unit
• Well lighted grounds and parks
• Hardwood floors, plush carpeting
and designer tile floors
•Fully furnished kitchens
•Washer and dryer in each unit

\l\l

H

N

0

U

S

• Cable television and phone jacks
in all rooms
• Special soundproofing fon quiet
living and learning enviroment
• Equipped fitness center
•Swimming pool with large deck
area
• Basketball and volleyball courts
to meet your recreational needs!

E

S

SEE YOU AT
THE CLUB
REsERVE

YOUR NEW

APARTMENT TODAY!!!

CALL ( 407)

277-4007

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Second Floor Plan
:.;=~·:::~::~~·~ t;>·:1~:·;:~.
0:-:o;>.:.:.:--.::""""'""'
"'W.:.
" ...............

meetings
• Place a personal
... or whatever it is you're looking
to buy, sell or trade.

Call Today
977-1009

::

•

•
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THE Crossword
,

ACROSS
-1 Field's yield
5 Flat hUls
10 Cook
14 The best
15 Of fleecy beasts
16 Patriot Nathan
17 Box·
18 Peruses
19 Gaelic
20 Makes taut
22 Voided court

case
24 French

1

2

3

4

14
t7

20

34
38

department
26 Debtor's
promise
27 Reacts in an
angry manner
30 Circtes the globe
34 Torn
35 Intended
37 New Deal org.
38 Common abbr.
39 ·-my brother's
keeper?"
1:::-11--+--1-41 Avail
42 11- Miserables•
43 Stat. in baseball
44 Metric measure
46 Rather and
Ol.fYea
47 Suthe~and of
7 Variety of cat
movies
8 'The King - •
49 Apple dessert
9 School terms
52 Obtained
1OHeavenly being
53 Writer Asimov
11 Mata54 MuSical groups 12 "Born Free·
58 Fictitious
name .
62 Press
13 Touch
63 River in France 21 SUpertative suf.
65 Swear word
ftx
66 Words of
23 Cake
understanding 25 Send payment
ff1 Paragon
27 Raise
68 Ascend
28 Back: pref.
69 Tablets
29 Of a Peruvian
70 Like a fat
people
71 Cabbage salad 31 Relative tJoi
marriage
DOWN
32 Course

1 The players
2 Lasso
3-even keel
4 Cmtinue
5 Bit of food
6 Holiday time

33 Impertinent
36 Atmospheres
39 Apportion

40 Certai1 exams
45 Series
installment

ANSWERS
>..lins
1 3 Q0 R

SOYd ·
I I S I

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

Walentine S CWeek

;•

cfill the <iK.tJtJm with <iK.tJmance &' cSaeautp

•
:•

•
;
;

Send that "Special Someone" an elegant floral arrangement,
a dozen long stemmed red roses or a romantic bouquet.
We also have

•
:
:

;

J1YH

!NOV

:jiH:>

dOH:>

46 Physicians
48 Jibes

56 On in years
57 Old pronoun
so Tovm
59 Frozen rain
51 Have a nice-· 60-girl!
11

54 Wtttmm
55-Major

61 Masticate
64 After deductions

~

·i•
••
•
.:

FEBRUARY 8-14

... Balloons

... Chocolates

... Plush Valentine Bears

••
••
••

!

4250 Alafaya Trail, Suite 124
University Palms Shopping Center

';

••
•; •
•••
••
•

i
~

Univerdily Jloraf & (}ifi Sfwppe

• •
•

:

:

(407) 366-1177

•

:

== •
~ :

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Concert:

Jeep/Eaale

UCF Jazz

l

~::gd

Health -A.

Bob Bera

~-.-,,, F•tness Tour

on Tenor Sax

2/10-11,
SC Green

EVENTS

2/14 8pm,
VABAud. --~~~~~~~~~~--.

UCF STUDENT PIZZA
00
..
$5 -plus
tax
with your valid UCF student I.D.
(dine in or take out only)
Looking for a great byte?

www.bestpizza.com
Located across from UCF in the UC7 plaza

282-0505
we deliver

•
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Entertainment

Eastwood loses a bit of his power
By DEAN G. LEWIS
Entertainment Editor

MoviE REViEw

With his last two directorial efforts,
"Unforgiven" and "The Bridges of
Madison County," Clint Eastwood hit an
apex in his workmanship. While both
films are considered to be watershed pictures for the old veteran, I'd expect he
would've cranked out another brilliant hit.
Inst~ad Eastwood offers up "Absolute
Power," a stupid thriller about Luther
Whitney (Eastwood), a Korean War survivor turned master burglar who stumbles
on a murder involving the President (Gene
Hackman), his secret mistress who's the
wife of political bigwig Walter Sullivan
(E.G. Marshall), and two trigger-happy
Secret Service agents.

The dead body is the only intriguing part
of William Goldman's ("The Ghost and the
Darkness," "Marathon Man") penned
cover-up. In adapting this tale from a
novel, Goldman shouldn't get all the
blame, yet smart books can make dumb
movies. Australian actress Judy Davis
· rounds out Hackman's White House team
as his Chief of Staff. She is disastrous in
the minor part, a miscast that turns the
respected Davis ("Husbands and Wives,"
"A Passage to India") into a whiny sex pot.
Laura Linney ("Primal Fear") tries hard to
salvage the film as Eastwood's estranged
daughter, a young attorney who's soon targeted by Hackman's hit men. While this
may be a laughable, highly unlikely circumstance, a foot chase in the woods

,.

through night-vision goggles provides'
thrills in the film's only scene-stealer. Too
bad it comes and goes in the first twenty
minutes.
*1/2 (out of four) D+
1 hr. 52 min. Rated R.

- With "Absolute Power",
Clint Eastwood, didn't
achieve the success he did
with his last two movies,
"Unforgiven" and "The
Bridges of Madison County."

@
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Into The Knights
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UCF spoJis .each Satn~~ay morning at
The Team. The Into The Knights Radio
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Show, featuring "The Coach'' Mark Daniels, is the
most i~·depth show of its kindin
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BLIMPIE

. ,Central:!ilorida.

Bes~

Pick the sub that's made with ham, salami, cappacola, prosciuttini and
provolone cheese covered with choice toppings - all on freshly baked bread.
Savor one today at your neighborhood BLIMPIE Subs & Salads.
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lhe opportunity
is real. The time
•
1s
now.

•·

At Excel, we've made it possible for you to own your own
business in one of the world's fastest-growing industries. To be a·part of an industry that's boundless. To
be a part of an industry with annual sales of $100
billion.
Even better, now Is the time. Excel truly is a
ground-floor business opportunity for anyone
interested In working part or full-time and
reaping the rewards of their own efforts. By
joining Excel today, you put yourself in the
perfect position to take advantage of the ongoing telecommunications revolution. Excel
is gearing up to be a part of it ... and so
should you. Call today for more information.

426-2497
1-800-504-9008
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Star Wars has withstood the test of time.

•
,.

4\.

By STEVE KOZAK
Staff Writer
By now you probably know "Star
Wars," the most popular science fiction
film of all time, is back. However, it's
not the same movie you own on tape.
This "special edition" offers newly-added
scenes and beefed-up special effects
using today's computer technology.
Combined with a restored picture and a
remastered digital soundtrack, the movie
really plays-as though you're seeing it for
the first time.
A long time ago (about 20 years) in a
studio far, far away (London), director
George Lucas made a movie that still

gets imitated today by science fiction
films and television shows. From the
Cantina bar sequence to the spaceship
dogfight, its influence can be seen on the
popular television hits "Star Trek
Voyager" and "Babylon 5,'' to last summer's highest grossing movie
"Independence Day." If the movie
worl:Ced so well, why change?
Lucas has said some of the effects
sequences always have bothered him.
One example: When Luke, Obi-Wan and
the droids arrive in the city of Mos Eisley
in their landspeeder, Lucas only had a
couple of small buildings and a handful
of people to make the city come to life.
Now, using digital technology, Mos
Eisley has towering structures and plenty

of inhabitants, including computer-generHowever, Lucas might have overdone
ated beasts called "Rontos" inspired by
it a bit. There are times in the film where
the dinosaurs in "Jurassic Park."
the new footage and effects take over and
One of the most interesting additions
call too much attention to themselves. In
is a scene involving a confrontation
some of the scenes, it seems Lucas added
between Han Solo and Jabba the Hutt.
effects not to help the story, but because
The scene originally was filmed with a
he could. Although this takes a little bit
stand-in actor for Jabba. Lucas hoped to
away from the movie, the experience of
remove the actor and place a puppet over seeing Star Wars in the theater is worth
him in the editing room, but when money it.
The quality of the picture is superb,
and time were running out he had to cut
the scene. In the special edition, the
and the digital soundtrack will have you
scene is restored with a computer-generturning your head to see where that last
· spaceship flew. Lastly, the movie is fun,
ated Jabba that slides and slithers under
his own power. Although the Han Solo
and that's what's important. It's worth
footage was filmed 20 years ago, the con- seeing again, even if you know what hapversation between the old Han and new
pens. Plus, when was the last time you
saw a Wookie on the silver screen?
Jabba is quite convincing.

Wtitets, phot<J:graphets wanted.

Paid 'positioJfs avai~a}Jle,
.
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.
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CLIMB HIGH FAST
AS AN AIR FORCE
OFflCER.
Bring your college degree to the Air
Force. Then find out if you qualify for
Officer Training School. You can
become a commissioned Air Force officer following successful completion of
Officer Training School. From the start,
you'll enjoy great pay, complete medical and dental care and 30 days of
vacation with pay per year. And as an
Air Force officer, you can enjoy professional growth and management opportunities. Learn what it takes to qualify.
Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
'TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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CFF 977-1009
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Knights need Kennedy to find shot

TAAC race coming into focus
By TONY MEJIA
Assistant Sports Editor

BY TONY MEJIA
Assistant Sports Editor

"After that Charleston game, I heard them
say, 'we shut down Kennedy, he didn't even
score,' and that really bums me up," Kennedy
The line of sight of the University Central said. "I've got to get up for that every night and
Florida men's basketball team has unquestion- I could never get in a rhythm."
ably settled into tunnel vision. Unfortunately,
The Charleston effort came despite the fact
that's the only thing that is certain because his teammates took a one-point lead into the
uncertainty is what plagues Kirk Speraw and locker room at halftime. In the second half,
however, the Cougars wore down the Knights,
the Golden Knights the most.
Take the Knights' last three-game homestand, who lacked the go-to guy they had come to rely
where UCF saw an inspired effort go to waste on in Kennedy. Whipping Campbell 84-69
against the TAAC Hercules, the College of gave UCF the window of opportunity it needed
Charleston, retiimed two days later to play one to seal its place in the TAAC tournament by
of their most complete games of the season, taking a two-game lead over Stetson with ·a
only to be foiled in front of a regional televi- win Monday night. The task was easier said
sion audience by Stetson.
than done.
"In last year's two losses to Central Florida,
Taking a gander at the box score, the most
puzzling, uncertain statistic arises. UCF's Kennedy killed us. After all, when Kennedy is
worst nightmare is taking shape: Harry on his game they play behind him and really
Kennedy is struggling.
get in a comfort zone," said Stetson coach
Understandably, a shooter needs to shoot Randy Brown. "We made it our goal to see that
himself into a groove, and he's going to see someone would be with him, in his face, at all
slumps, and he's going to be a marked man. times."
Sure enough, Kennedy's performance was
Kennedy has been correctly identified as the
key to the Central Florida attack, and it's tak- indicative· of the way the Knights played
ing its toll. In the losses to Charleston and against Stetson. UCF shot 33 percent in the ball
Stetson, Kennedy, the conference's second · game, aided by Kennedy's 2-11 performance.
leading scorer and most respected shooter, was Stetson took advantage, winning 71-59, and
two of 21 from the field, missing all 11 three- foiling any advantage the Knights could take
point tries. The second best free throw shooter with them on the road. That road trip is identiin the TAAC went 2-for-5 from the free throw cal to the order in which those teams came into
line, accounting for six points in two games the UCF Arena this past week: at Charleston
that UCF lost by a combined 36. Sandwiched Thursday, Campbell Saturday afternoon, and
between the frustrating efforts, Kennedy shot the Hatters the following Saturday. That will
50 percent from the field, nailing four three- offer Kennedy a chance to redeem himself.
pointers, and scoring 24 points.

Let the scoreboard watching
begin.
With the onset of the final
month of the TAAC regular season, conference members begin
to battle for position in the
upcoming conference tournament. Monday night's 71-59 loss
to Stetson complicated UCF's
TAAC tournament hopes.
In the TAAC's new playoff format, the top four eligible teams in
each division qualify for the tournament.
Currently, Central
·Florida is tied with Stetson for
the fourth spot in the TAAC East,
meaning the loser of their Feb. 15
game could hold off on packing
for Charleston, S.C. - site of the
conference tournament.
Unfortunately for the rest of the
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regular value $30
I1 Enhance your eye color, green, I11I Anti-re~ective coating on
6
with purchase of complete I blue aqua. Only $24.00* a I I
Prlemml?thLteh~ses.
$ 0
I
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·
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va ue. w1
1s coupon. I
1
pat~ o eyeg asses WI~
I box of six lenses, with purchase
Expires 3/31/97
of eye exam at $30 and contact Jens I L - - - - - - - - _J
premmm lenses. Premmm
lenses include Pogressive
I fitting atExptres
$15: Min. order 4 boxes
I r - - Save '1'30*- I
5/31 /97
.:p,
Ienses, P?1y~arbonate 1enses L ________ _J I on Progressive No-Line I
and high mdex lenses.
r - - - - - - - - 11 bifocals. Starting at $68. I
.P~yment for eye exam
I B
h d L b 11 regular $98. With coupon. I
hm1ted to $30 and to eye
I ausc an
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Expires 3/31197
exams performed within the
Soflens 66*
IL
_J
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I extended wear disposable I r
Comprehensive I .
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& Complete Eye
I
coupon. Expires 3/31/97
I Only $18* a box of six 11
Exam*
I
L ________ _J j lenses with purchaseofeyeexamat 11 only $30. Contact lens fitting!
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Expires 3/31197
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I
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(Change your eye color)
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Opaque colored Lenses $69* a pair.
I $89* a pair with purchase of eye II or Ciba Newvues 11
Six Alluring Colors!
I
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Now that we have your attention, Read below about our new location and our contact lens offers.
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TAAC, the College of Charleston
is finally eligible to participate in
the tournament, not to mention
having the privilege of hosting it
for the next two years. It leads the
TAAC East with a 10-0 record,
with Florida International firmly
secured in the second position
despite being third in its division.
That is because the second-place
squad, Florida Atlantic, is ineligible to compete in the conference
tournament due to an NCAA rule.
That leaves Campbell, Stetson
and UCF to fight for the two
remaining spots.
Campbell is up a game and a
half on Stetson and UCF, but
have games with both tean:s
coming up this week.
The Camels dropped Stetson in
DeLand by 14 last Saturday, but
fell to the Golden Knights 84-69
on Saturday.
~I

r--------,r--------ir-------Free Eye Exam*
NewVues Softcolors
Free*
i
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y
Gall 359-8016
Sat. and evening hours available.
We ar~in~Jfl.bers of the following ~· Visicms
SetviCe Plan (VSP), Metlife Vision,
Express Scripts,Medipass, United
Healthcare, Medieaid

The patient and any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse to pay, cancel payment, or be reinbursed for payment
for any other service, examination or treatment which is perfonned as a result of an within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free, discounted fee or reduced fee service examination or treatment.
* Offers cannot be combined with any other offer or insurance plan. No other discounts apply.
Rigid Gas Permeable and Soft Torie lenses cost more on the Contact lens fitting. Minimum order of four boxes on disposable
Surevues, Acuvues, Newvues.
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Knights back on track with win ·o ver Stetson
By DEREK GONSOULIN
Staff Writer

• .tr<

•

..

What did not go wrong for the
UCF women's basketball team
Monday night?
Second-leading scorer Gylaunda
Henderson missed a noon meeting
and was suspended for the game.
Freshman Ladonna Larry, UCF's
backup power forward, reinjured
her right ankle late in the first half
and could be out for a week. To
make matters worse, turnovers and
poor rebounding led to a seven-

point halftime deficit against the
top team in the conference,
Stetson.
So why did the Hatters leave the
loser?
Led by senior forward Shantrice
Saxon's most inspired &ame in
weeks and junior guard Chariya
Davis' penetrating the Hatters' (910, 6-3) defense, l!CF (8-11, 5-4)
rallied to snap a three-game losing
streak .
Saxon, starting for the first time
in four games, finished with 24
points on nine of 16 field goals and

eight rebounds. Coach Lynn Bria
said her team needed Saxon to
dominate with Henderson's
absence.
"We had a chit-chat," Bria said.
"I told her we had to have more
points from her and she responded."
With Henderson missing, Saxon
said the Knights had to play better.
"With (Henderson) out we just
worked hard and kept at it," she
said. "We never gave up."
Davis scored 13 points on six of
11 field goals.

Golf teams prepare for season ahead
By MERIDYTH STANLEY
Staff Writer
It is time again for UCF's golf
teams to swing back into action. •
With almost every player having
prior intercollegiate competition,
the overall performance of the
teams should improve.
The teams begin play this weekend with the women in Boca Raton
at the FAU & UM Spring
Tournament and the men at the
CSU Spring Kick-off Invitational
in Charleston, S.C.
The women are led by senior
Jenny Hagman, from Sigtuna,
Sweden, who came off the fall season (September-November) with

an average of
77.5 Hagman
tied for second
at the Yale
Invitational
and
placed
third at the
Beacon Woods
Invitational
hosted
by Hagman
USF. She is
backed up by Hege Friling (80.31 ),
from Haslum, Norway, Tine
Faanes (82.15), from Horten,
Emma
Soderlindh
Norway,
(84.08), from Vallentuna, Sweden,
and newcomer Line Berg from
Borgenhangen, Norway.
Women's coach Jill Fjelstul said
the team shows promise and

should perform well.
"With Line joining us, I believe
we will be very competitive and I
also expect good individual finishes," Fjelstul said.
The men's team returns eight
players and is led by sophomore
Jason Opal, who had an outstanding fall season. His average was
72.58 and he had four top-10 finishes, including two second-place
ties.
Along with Opal, Jeff Brunelle
(73.47), Simon Sainz (74.00), Jeff
McPherson (76.24), and Brian
Bombard round out the top five.
Also expecting to contribute this ·
season are Josh Waring (76.88),
Jeff Whitman (77.64), and Rusty
Schillig.

Baseball team
plays long ball
From Page 12
mammoth grand slam in only his third collegiate at-bat.
The moment was an energetic one in the stands.
Brisson's father, Terry, and grandfather, Joe, reacted with
enthusiasm. Terry danced a jig and Joe reacted so energetically he hurt his back.
"I get so excited sometimes," Joe said. "When he hit it, I
knew it was gone."
The slam made the score 10-1 and put the game to rest.
Sunday started equally as quickly for the,Knights. Croud and
Pacitti singled in the first and moved to second and third on a
double steal. Erik Johnson walked and designated hitter Todd
Bellhorn doubled to drive those three in. He finished with four
RBis.
The 3-0 first-inning lead was all starter Matt Lubozynski
needed to earn the win. He went five innings, gave up three
runs and struck out seven.
But the game was a defensive mess for UCF. Five fielding
errors and two balks led to four Rollins runs. The Knights' surprising bursr of offense can be linked to clutch hitting. The
team is '3-for-4 with the bases loaded with 10 RBis. Aside from
the home runs, they aren't simply tearirig the cover off the ball
- their 24 runs have come on 21 hits. But they managed to
coax 17 walks.
"No one really knows this team yet," Pacitti said. "We've
been surprising ourselves lately."
UCF will be tested this weekend as it plays host to the annual Olive Garden Baseball Classic at Osceola County Stadium.
The Knights play Tennessee (ranked No. 17 in Baseball
America's Preseason Top 25) on Friday night and South
Florida (No. 21) and Oklahoma State (No. 18) Saturday. The
winners meet on Sunday.
"We'll get a better look at ourselves next weekend when we
face a little tougher competition," Bergman said. "We'll have a
better idea where we're at as far as talent is concerned.'.'

The largest collegiate 3 on 3 Basketball Tournament in the World is coming to:

University of Central Florida
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Henderson takes place
among ·school's greats

Power surge
boosts UCF
to fast start

1,000 Point Club

By DEREK GONSOULIN
Staff Writer

By KEN JACKSON
Staff Writer
The UCF baseball team surprised some
people and even itself, lashing out for 24
runs in a two-game set against Rollins
College last weekend.
The Knights defeated Rollins 10-3 on
Saturday in Winter Park and 14-9 at home
on Sunday.
For a team that described itself as a "buntem-over, drive-em-in-team without a lot of
power" their five home runs in the first two
games came as a surprise.
But not to Rollins coach Bob Rikerrian.
"This is the best UCF team I've seen since
I've been here, and they do have power, no
question," said Rikeman, who's been at
Rollins since 1994.
"I can't explain it," UCF coach Jay
Bergman said. "But we'll certainly take it.
It's a great way to start the season."
The Knights showed their power early. In
the first inning of Saturday's game, Will
Croud and Eric Riggs singled, and left
fielder Greg Pacitti followed with a towering long ball to right field that ended up in
the top of a palm tree some 380 feet away.
Rollins would answer. Leadoff hitter
Chris Thome hit starting pitcher George
Schmidt's second pitch over the left-field
wall to make the score 3-1.
But Rollins would get no closer.
"George didn't say much," UCF assistant
coach Greg Frady said. "We took that as a
sign that they were trying to show us up,
but we wouldn't let it happen. We took
advantage of every chance to keep them out
of the game."
The Knights showed solid defense in the
third inning. Schmidt gave up a leadoff
double to Thorne, then walked Pedro
Rodriguez. Schmidt caught Thome in a
rundown, then struck out outfielder Aaron
Church, and catcher Erik Johnson nailed
Rodriguez trying to steal third.
Schmidt would settle down to earn the
win, striking out six and giving up two
earned runs in six innings before yielding to

Photo by DEBBlE SAGINARIO

First baseman Dustin Brisson
homered in his first game as a
Golden Knight.

Knights stilt.pei:fti,ct
'.' Th~; Knights trekked. to SpaG,e Coas~
'Stadlujn in . Melbourne on Monday
night and cotftmued their sco:d.fig binge;,
blastmg' the Florida Instititte of
·Techi:\ology, '9-4:
tYCF.ran its record to 3~Q. behind a
five ..ru.n otttl>urst in the !mttom of the
,eight~ inniqg.%,ttiat P.roke ., a :1;:--4 tie.
Center-fielder, Will Ctoud highlighted
the, K1ll.ghts:.ikattaci, +bittirig a pair of
f}oublest and collecting three RBis.
Tgd<f l3eUhqpi ~tarted and g¥!ve up op.y
nm on one hit?. walking" fi v~,, and fan--

rung five. N.1.arco Ratp.irez earned 'the
.•victory after hudirlg two perfett
mrung;s, striklng oµt five.
ti

fil

the bullpen. In the fourth, Croud hit a threerun triple that scored Frank Fucile, Dustin
Brisson and Clay Wells. The next inning,
first baseman Brisson, a freshman, hit a

See BASEBALL, Page 11

With 9:51 to play in Saturday's
game against Mercer, Gylaunda
Henderson sized up the defense from
the top of three-point line and began
her move: A slight head fake to get
the first defender on her heels, a
quick drive to a soft area in the zone,
followed by a jump stop and 12-foot
jumper from the left side of the lane.
The 388th basket of Henderson's
career was no different than all the
others: smooth, athletic and routine.
No different except that it was
1,000th and 1,00lst points of her
career.
At the 9:48 mark of the second half
in the 101 st game of her career,
Henderson became only the sixth
UCF women's basketball player to
achieve the millennium-point mark.
As the UCF Arena's horn sounded to
stop the game, the sparse crowd gave
Henderson a minute-long, standing
ovation. Coach Lynn Bria walked
onto the floor, hugged the senior and
with a smile congratulated Henderson
on ajob well done;
"I think for a student to even play
four years at the same school nowadays, is an accomplishment in itself,"
Bria said.
"She'll go down in the record books
forever and no one can take that away
from her."
But to the senior guard from St.
Petersburg, who led the Knights with
14 points in the 80.,.61 loss to Mercer,
the mark did not deserve the hoopla.
"It feels no different than yesterday,"
she said. "Really, no different."
Not even a little?
"I heard some talk about it last
week, but not really. I've never been
in the limelight. That stuff is really
too flashy for me. I just came out and
worked hard. If I hadn't reached it I
would still be the same person
·inside."

Women career point leaders:
..j Tamika Coley, 2,006
(1991-92, 93-96)
..j Susan Patz, 1 ,587
(1982-1986)
...; Yolanda Rhodes, 1,322
(1988-1992)
..J Kristy Burns, 1, 1 54
(1982-1986)
..J ,Marice Swilley, 1 ,017
(1979-83)
..j Gylaunda Hendersot), 1,005
(1993-present)
That same person has been causing
problems for conference opponents
for four years. Mercer's Billy Holmes,
who has coached against Henderson
four times in three years, respects her
ability.
"Well, when you have athletes like
that, you can't really put a game plan
together and say you're going to stop
her," Holmes said, whose team has
surrendered 34 points in its last two
games against Henderson.
"You have to slow her down and
when you don't have athletes (like
Henderson) it's tough."
Bria feels better now that the mark
is behind her team's second leading
scorer (11.1 a game).
"I'd say it is a relief for
(Henderson)," Bria said. "She kept
struggling up to that point and in our
last three or four games we've been
kind of waiting and waiting on (the
1,000 points). I'm almost really glad
it's over and that she can focus on
playing QOW."
With the record achieved,
Henderson hopes the Knights can
focus on the rest of the season.
"We have to play as a team," she
said. "Whenever we start to go astray
from that, that's when we start to
struggle. We have to play together
and stay strong as a team."

NCAA's new ruling will prove to be.right on the money
By TIM SPRINGER
Out of the Know
Rarely does the National Collegiate
Athletic Association make a rule that
favors the athlete.
But Jan. 16 it did.
After hours of deliberation, NCAA officials passed a piece of legislation that
allows Division I athletes on full scholarship to take part-time jobs to meet financial needs that are not covered by their
scholarships.
It may not seem like anything to celebrate, but actually it is monumental considering some of the ridiculous rules college athletes have had to deal with in the
past. For instance, running back and theater major Darnell Autry of Northwestern
University had to fight off the NCAA like

a defensive tackle last year when he
accepted an unpaid role in a movie during
his summer vacation.
And then there's Phillip Glover of
Washington State. For his outstanding
performances on the high school football
field, Glover was awarded an opportunity
to go to college on full scholarship and
play linebacker. But being the head of his
household, Glover needed a part-time job
to support his girlfriend, child and
younger brother. The NCAA gave him an
option - football star or family man.
Closer to home, some UCF athletes
have been tom between scholarship and
financial hardship. Many players held
part-time jobs before or while their sport
was in season.
But the NCAA ruling is not solely
intended for players participating in highprofile sports such as football. The cross-

country team, women's crew and tennis
teams, among others, also will benefit
now that it is legal for athletes to earn the
difference between what a scholarship
covers - room and board, tuition, books
- and what it actually costs to attend
college. Depending on the school and. its
location, the NCAA has estimated the
amount to be between $2,000 and $3,000.
Each school is expected to determine its
own figure and monitor the athletes' earnings.
That's where the coin gets flipped.
Monitoring an athlete's income may be
as difficult as monitoring who's relieving
themselves in the pool. Unless you're
right there, you just don't know.
Administrators may have had their last
good night of sleep. The backdoor to corruption is now wide open to boosters and
"friends of the program."

How soon UIJ.til we hear about a star
player's $100-an-hour job that entails
turning on the sprinklers? Maybe we
won't hear about it, but that only could
mean someone knows how to keep a
secret.
Regardless of the potential violations
that hide between the lines of the latest
chapter added to the NCAA rulebook, the
student-athlete finally caught a break.
No longer will they have to search the
seat cushions for coins before they hike
over to the laundry mat. No longer will
they have to fill out credit card forms on
campus to replenish their wardrobe with a
Discover Card T-shirt.
No longer will they have to rely on
someone with ulterior motives to buy dinner.
But they still have to be to practice on
time.
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